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Departing to discover other places. Expanding your vision. 
Regarding the world with curiosity. Seeing far and seeing 
differently. These different ways of looking at the world have
shaped diptyque since its creation. To mark its sixtieth 
anniversary, the Maison is celebrating them with several 
original initiatives: limited editions, editions created by noted 
artists, contemporary art exhibitions and international pop-ups. 
A superb programme.
 Inquisitive, open-minded, appreciative of beauty and 
cultures from all around the world – that was Desmond Knox-Leet, 
Yves Coueslant and Christiane Montadre, the three amateur 
aesthetes who first started diptyque. Perpetuating the philosophy 
of our trio of founders, diptyque has continued to enrich its 
perspective on the world through numerous collaborations. 
In 2021, to mark its sixty-year anniversary, the Maison is 
demonstrating this by inviting five internationally renowned 
artists to imagine one original creation apiece in the context of 
the Grand Tour, the penultimate phase of this exceptional year. 
This journey covers 5 stopovers, 5 artists and 5 limited editions 
for you to discover from September 2021 onward, in a Paris 
exhibition and in pop-ups throughout the world. Art and 
diptyque are irrevocably intertwined. 
 Although they come from differing cultures, disciplines 
and sensibilities, the artists on the map of this Grand Tour 
have a shared interest in other people and in their surroundings. 
Their techniques and practices vary, just like the towns they 
have been invited to celebrate. How do they perceive these 
locations? What are the contours defining these perceptions? 
The response comes in the form of five artistic proposals for 
these five perfumes inspired by a variety of locations.



JOËL 
ANDRIANOMEARISOA

Un temps après
la jeunesse
(Youth and after)

To celebrate Paris, the first port of call and also the birthplace 
of the Maison, diptyque called on internationally renowned 
artist Joël Andrianomearisoa from Madagascar, who was the 
first to represent his home country at the Venice Biennale in 2019. 
He chose the French capital as the town closest to his heart, 
both for the emotions it stirs up and for its influence. “Paris is a 
driving force, not just in France but also globally. It is in permanent 
dialogue with the rest of the world. If you love Paris, it’s because 
you love the countryside, architecture and culture all in one. 
Paris is the embodiment of romance and aesthetics – an almost 
perfect aesthetic element in itself,” says the artist. 
 His project, entitled Un temps après la jeunesse (Youth and 
after), is a tribute to literary Paris and to the past and future 
story of diptyque. “The title was obvious because sixty years is 
a highly symbolic anniversary. It means you’ve already written a 
major portion of your history, but there are quite a few chapters 
still to come. The project raises the issue of knowing how to 
reposition one’s youth, and also of how diptyque visualises this 
new age.” His proposal takes the form of a “narrative combining 
present, projection and melancholia”, printed on 34 pages 
assembled in “a black box like a monolith, representing Paris 
as a novel because that’s what Paris is: a novel.” 
 34 as in 34 boulevard Saint-Germain, the historic 
address for diptyque, and also as in the total of this limited, 
numbered edition, perfumed using a paper impregnating 
technique with the fragrance of this destination as conceived 
by Olivia Giacobetti – the scent of the polished wood in the 
antique stores, of the Parisian cobblestones and of the pages 
of antiquarian books, plus a smoky note reminiscent of tobacco 
and of this city’s open fires. “To me, complexity is essential to 
the scent of Paris,” says Joël Andrianomearisoa. “Paris is made 
up of accords and disagreements. Paris is a paradox because it 
can be a tranquil city, yet sometimes it is aggressive and loud. 
Something in the fragrance evokes noise. It has that urbanity to 
it. The fragrance, intangible and impalpable, emerges when you 
open the monolith. Then you discover the story, the writing that 
stirs up emotion and memory, creating a projection.” 

STOPOVER N°01FRANCE

Joël Andrianomearisoa is currently involved
 in the collective exhibition “Ce qui s’oublie et ce 
qui reste” (What is forgotten and what remains”), 
which is on display at the Palais de la Porte Dorée 
in Paris until 29 August. His “carte blanche” 
exhibition BRISE DU ROUGE SOLEIL 
(“BREEZE FROM THE RED SUN”) on the 
Towers and Ramparts of Aigues-Mortes can 
also be viewed until 26 September.





Un temps après la jeunesse
(Youth and after)

Artist’s edition. Number of copies: 34
Format of work – box: height 52 cm, width 37 cm



STOPOVER N°02ITALY

JOHAN
CRETEN

La Laguna

The second artist invited is one of the greatest contemporary 
sculptors – a pioneer in his innovative use of ceramics and
the first artist of Belgian origin to have been given the honour 
of exhibiting in the Louvre Museum in 2005: Johan Creten. 
The choice of entrusting him with Venice, a city cherished and 
often visited by the founders of diptyque, was obvious. Though 
equally famous for his large allegorical bronze sculptures, 
this Paris-based artist also loves nature, the art of perfume 
and Venetian bronzes, of which he is a passionate collector. 
 “Venice is the city of all fantasies, a mirage, a phantom, 
a siren – a city with a beauty that’s vivid, brutal, decadent, 
delirious. It is a place of intersections, of diverse artistic 
influences, but it is also the reality of a dense, complex economic 
world, of dynamism and decline.” For diptyque, he imagined a 
bronze sculpture, La Laguna, submerged in a 1.5 kg four-wick 
candle in a blue-tinted glass vessel. The translucent blue-green 
wax through which the feminine figure can be seen recalls the 
ominous Venetian waters of the “acqua alta” (seasonal partial 
flooding) which have recently become clear again. As it burns, 
the scented candle – created by Cécile Matton to evoke the 
freshness of a vegetable garden with accented marine notes – 
liberates the sculpture. The artist wished to supplement the 
initial concept of the “the vegetable garden of Venice” with 
“the scent of the sea, a note of iodine, a light, indefinable fragrance, 
as fresh as the wind that floats above the water when we pass 
Torcello in a vaporetto and catch the scents from kitchens 
and gardens.” For Creten, the way La Laguna seems to emerge 
gradually from the waters symbolises “the passage of time, 
the fragility of the Venetian ecosystem and the mystery of Venice.” 
A memento mori candle par excellence: once used up, it leaves 
behind a vivid reminder of its passing in a limited edition of 24 
keepsake copies : “a small object with its own independent life, 
calling out and inviting you to dream.”

“I Peccati” (“The Sins”), Johan Creten’s most 
recent personal exhibition, was presented at 
the Villa Médicis in Rome from 15 October 2020 
to 23 May 2021. For 2022, Johan Creten is 
preparing a monographic exhibition, which 
will be presented at La Piscine – André Diligent 
Art and Industrial Museum in Roubaix. 





La Laguna Artist’s edition. Number of copies: 24
Format of work – candle with lid:  height 19 cm, diameter 16 cm, diameter base 13,8 cm



STOPOVER N°03GREECE

ZOË
PAUL

The Cave 
of Chiron

To evoke Greece, a much-favoured region and essential source 
of inspiration for the Maison’s founders, diptyque called on 
Zoë Paul, painter and sculptor of South African origin. Born in 
London and resident in Athens, her connections with Greece, 
its history and its art run deep – as demonstrated by her 
methods, which are focused on ancient forms and materials. 
For diptyque, she travelled specially to Milies, the third port 
of call on our Grand Tour. “What struck me the most about the 
place was its profound spirituality. The church on the village 
square: a massive stone barn with a slate roof in the style of the 
Ottoman architecture of the region. Inside, the scent of incense, 
the gilded bas-reliefs, the mythological scenes painted on the 
walls by a priest from Mount Athos and the icons sparkling
in the flickering light. In mythology, Milies is the home of the 
centaur Chiron, a healer and practitioner of herbal medicine. 
Following the road to the village, quite by chance I came upon 
Chiron’s cave. It was surrounded by laurel bushes and when 
I visited, little violet-coloured wild irises. Inside, the space 
opened out, taking on an unexpected resemblance to a sepulchre.” 
The spirit of such locations inspired her to create her exclusive 
edition, which is limited to 15 copies: a small curtain made 
of ceramic beads, her signature, fired using to the traditional 
Japanese technique known as raku – which gives each bead a 
different colour and creates relief – topped with a crown made 
of tinware. “I wanted to blend in a form of orthodoxy specific
to Greek culture, so I asked a craftsman who creates reliquaries 
on Mount Athos to conceive it.” The curtain’s beads form the 
shape of a hand, a reference to Chiron and a sacred symbol 
indicating care, love and art: “a part of the body I’ve always felt 
particularly drawn to – the hand, which fashions tools, which 
heals, which touches. An image of sensuality.” The Cave of Chiron 
is suitable for hanging or standing up, and includes a porcelain 
oval that gives off the fresh, warm perfume of this high-up 
Greek destination as captured by Olivier Pescheux, invoking 
cypress, fig trees and immortelles. For Zoë Paul, “perfume 
is a direct trigger for the memory. Its transitory quality has the 
power to transport us to places that are profoundly personal. 
It is sensual and evocative. It elevates both the beauty of nature 
and its wild side, and can unlock the deepest hidden places in 
our subconscious.”

Following a collective exhibition in Brussels 
at the Galerie Barronian Xippas in April, 
Zoë Paul will present a solo show at The 
Intermission in Piraeus from 04 June to 26 
September.





The Cave of Chiron Artist’s edition. Number of copies: 15
Format of work – curtain on jambs: height 64 cm, width 20.5 cm, depth 13 cm



STOPOVER N°04JAPAN

KANKITSUZAN
x HIROSHI SUGIMOTO

Fragrance 
of infinity

Moving from one mountain to another, our journey takes us to 
Japan – home country of the famous Japanese photographer, 
sculptor and architect Hiroshi Sugimoto, now resident in New 
York and the fourth artist invited by diptyque. Specifically, 
it takes us to Kankitsuzan – in Japanese, “Mountain of citrus 
fruits” – a fertile area overlooking the sea, not far from Tokyo, 
which gave its name to the agricultural foundation created in 
2008 by the artist, and whose landscapes and location were 
and still are his primary sources of inspiration. “This scenery 
is where I first encountered the ocean – my earliest childhood 
memory, which would later go on to inspire the Seascapes 
series.” It is also close to Enoura Observatory, “which I designed 
and conceived, and from which I endeavour to communicate 
the quintessence of Japanese culture to the broader public.”
  For diptyque, Hiroshi Sugimoto conceived Fragrance of 
infinity, a bottle inspired by the mathematical model situated in 
the forest of Kankitsuzan – similar to a pseudosphere, symbol 
of the infinite. The home fragrance it contains was specially 
developed by the Maison and captures the scent of the citrus 
fruits, air and environment of Kankitsuzan – “a place that 
reminds us of the ongoing relationship between man and 
nature since the dawn of humanity.” Poetic, committed and 
technological, this limited edition – whose shape also recalls 
the sculptures recently presented by the artist at the Château
La Coste and the Château de Versailles – symbolises a perfect 
connection between art and nature, both precious to diptyque.

“Theory of Colours”, Hiroshi Sugimoto’s
 most recent personal exhibition, 
was presented in May 2021 at the Galerie 
Marian Goodman in Paris. 





Fragrance of infinity ©Hiroshi Sugimoto



STOPOVER N°05LEBANON

RABIH
KAYROUZ

The final guest of honour for the Grand Tour is an artist in the 
field of haute couture, a designer with his own fashion house: 
Rabih Kayrouz, famous throughout the world for dresses with 
a fluid, meticulous cut and a personal universe that is refined, 
delicate and poetic. diptyque invited Kayrouz to create an 
artistic edition inspired by Byblos, a town he grew up near, that 
has fascinated him since childhood. “It was the only historic 
location I was able to visit back then. For me, this town has 
always been a place to dream. I would try to understand the way 
people lived there, back in ancient times. I have countless 
memories associated with the town, and plenty of fantasies 
too.” For the occasion, the creator took the opportunity to work 
in ceramic. “I’m already sculpting materials and fabrics around 
the body for my dresses. But ceramic is a major first for me. I’m 
having fun with this new predilection.” His starting point: what 
would Desmond have brought back from Byblos? “To depart, 
then return with something tangible from your journey, never 
leaving that journey behind you. This is what I found really 
seductive about the way Desmond operated, and it matches 
the way I create: my inspirations come from stories or real-life 
situations.” So inside a cedar wood box we find three small 
sculptures – the kind of artifacts that the founders of diptyque 
might have brought back after visiting the town: a fragment 
of a model of a temple, a fossil of a poppy from nearby Adonis 
Valley where Rabih Kayrouz himself was born, and a golden 
fragment from a cedar crown that could have belonged to the 
King of Byblos, conceived as a tribute to the woods that the 
ancient world drew on to build the wonders of the world, 
transporting the cedars via Byblos, the world’s oldest port.   
 Kayrouz has provided diptyque with his very own box 
of wonders, entitled Secretum (The Secret) – a box “with perfect 
angles, without any affectation, closed with a strand of lead”. 
One of the objects inside is perfumed with the Byblos scent 
conceived by Fabrice Pellegrin. “The directness and honesty of 
this perfume brought back countless memories,” says the artist, 
“especially the scent of coffee and cedar wood. For me, these are 
highly evocative of Lebanon.”

Maison Rabih Kayrouz will present 
its next haute couture collection, 
for winter 2022, in July 2021.

Secretum
(The Secret) 





Secretum (The Secret) Artist’s edition. Number of copies: 15
Format of work – wooden box: height 30 cm, width 20.5 cm
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The scale of this remarkable journey through art and culture 
– five artworks corresponding to five stopovers, with just as 
many perspectives – perfectly suits the sixtieth anniversary 
of diptyque. The artists’ editions realised for the occasion 
by some of the greatest international artists of the day, by virtue 
of their nature and scarcity, are a first for the Maison. They are 
unique accounts of a place, a moment, a memory, subtle in their 
execution. These artworks create their own worlds, allowing 
the user to escape from reality, stirring the senses and the 
imagination.

Press release and visuals are available for download from the following link:
https://presse.diptyqueparis.com/en/2021/60celebration-le-grand-tour

https://www.diptyqueparis.com/en_eu/c/artist-editions.html

If you would like to acquire an artist’s edition, 
please use the link from August 27, 2021:






